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About This Game

“he Who Fears Being Conquered Is Sure Of Defeat.”

The war-game March of the Eagles focuses on the dramatic conflicts of Europe during 1805 to 1820. Explore one of the
defining periods in European history with this experience crafted by the masters of Grand Strategy, Paradox Development

Studio. The makers of Hearts of Iron and Europa Universalis now bring The Napoleonic War to life in this war-focused strategy
game.

Main Features

 Take command: Rise to power in the era of the Napoleonic Wars and move on to claim the control of Europe

 Lead your nation: Attack your opponents and defend your nation’s border while the tension rises. Expand your nation
with war, negotiation and keep your empire from falling apart

 Europe is at your feet: Explore a historical topographic map in full 3D with a complete view of Europe

 Command your troops: Use the combat order system and manage your troops to secure as much power as possible

 Experience true warfare: Organize your armies, manage logistics, raid your enemy's supply lines and set the strategy for
your armies, fleets and more
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 Use diplomacy: Form coalitions against other major powers

 Explore the new idea system: Embrace new technology, military tactics and economical organization

 Become the dominant power of Europe: Experience the Victory System that allows you to dominate the other powers on
land and at sea

 Multiplayer: Battle against your friends in this heavily multiplayer focused game where you can engage in multiplayer
for up to 32 players

 Customize your game: March of the Eagles gives you the chance to customize and mod in detail to create your ultimate
wargame
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Title: March of the Eagles
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Paradox Development Studio
Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Release Date: 18 Feb, 2013
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This is quite good fun, better than I expected.
For the sale price I got this at. It's a really good buy.
. The spiritual successor to 'Death To Spies'. A game about a guy who can disguise himself as random people to infiltrate heavily
guarded military installations and/or hotels to garotte people. Wait...shouldn't the protagonist be bald?!

Not Agent 47 out of 10. You should absolutely not hesitate to pick this up if you like story/adventure games.. This was indeed
needed, the rats are fast and they dodge and are hard to hit, but they do get slain in direct combat most of the time.
So the improved ranged is a plus for their ability to survive tougher eenemies, not only run and hide.

Glory to the Rat Lord!

Maybe a gatling rat or since you want an easy dlc design setup "smugglers" a royal rat would be awesome and useless but i'd pay
for it. Top Hat and all that... It was a five bucks well spent for me. Quite realistic as if peering through a microscope lense,
except all appears much better focused. The amount of detail and rendering seems incredible. Great game to train your reflexes
with and learn to appreciate the micro nature. The soundtrack is great for passing out on sleepless nights. Too bad though you
control and evolve a nasty little crustacean instead of one of those squids that attack you. And you donèt really evolve in the
Spore sense, only choose if you want to be carnivorous, herbivorous or a siphoning absorber. Really stupid title of course, but
many software developers presently capitalize on stupid trends for profit, ever since cool associated with the Rock music, gas-
guzzling Corvettes and sexism went out of fashion. I would have called it the Superbug, the Grinder, the Surreal Mandible, the
Luminator, or the Taxis Odyssey or Taxis Meyham.. Recommended, but if you're a rivet-counting naval warfare nerd you might
want to look elsewhere, as the game is fairly arcade-ish. Very easy to pick up.

Certainly more of a shelf life (and according to Steam I've wasted 32 hours of my life on this!) than - for instance - any of
Totem Games' offerings.

My gripes? No interaction with land (apart from attacking or defending ports), and no real historical context or narrative..
Altitude is a beautiful, colorful, and fun gaming world. The basic goal of the game is to fly around and shoot other’s planes
down in various gaming modes, from plane football, to straight up plane death match. Its graphic is cutesy so it’s really hard to
hate this game. The controller could use a little work, but overall the game is perfectly playable. The game does a good job by
separating noobs from pros with its robust plane control game play. A noob with most likely crash and suicide themselves from
mistakes all the time, but a pro will almost never crash. Insanely frustrating at first, but with time you will be able to master the
flight system and start to dominate other players. Sadly this game has a perk system; as a result the competitive games are
extremely unfriendly to noobs. Quick note the practice bots suck.. pros:
- First Pirate Game on Vive
- Ship Battles are awesome, and immersive
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- SOme cool features like sea monsters etc

cons:
- linear story line and very short
- Graphics very bad, like nintendo 64

i had a great time in this game because i love piracy and because the vive needs more games, so i liked this one, of course you
play it only for the vr, but its awesome, i hope the devs improve the game. Good game if you got it on sale.
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just trying and what i have seen, mentaly ill rude kids, so thats why negative.. Just found out I'm too old for games. My hands
hurt. :(. I first thought this would be a game where you would advance from the left to the right of the map killing monsters on
the way. But instead its a wave based game, which is just fine aswell. First try I did, it killed me right away. Not knowing the
controls very well. But with a little bit of training I got it under control. Feeling smooth to play and very enjoyable aswell. Just
played one char so far, but I know for sure that I will be playing a lot more of them.

Item customization is pretty good. Having items with bonus skills like your skill Z now also applies 80% less movement speed
for 1.5 seconds or 31 fire damage each time you use a skill, etc. The total game time is about 3-4 hours right now for one
walkthrough. So playing multiple characters, also unlocking new characters, will extend this game time. It is ofcourse early
acces, but most of the content is already released. Maybe next game plus will be added later?

Co-op and PvP doesn't seem to work yet for online, there is an online co-op but there are zero rooms. Hopefully this will be
better once the game gets more players. I don't see any options for online PvP except for local. So I hope this will be introduced
aswell, really curious about this one!

So is it worth your bucks?
I would say yes, if you don't mind playing multiple characters repeating the same content.
And if you like a kick♥♥♥♥♥2D Combat game, especially if you have some friends to play with.

(Like to see first 5 minutes of the game?, then check out this video)

http://youtu.be/2Nxph2azPzU. Nice game but need to improve about some bug

Love scrolling Story ><. this was worth the money i had a fantastic time playing a smooth experience.. Only just getting to grips
with this game - and I must say - the combat mechanics, voice acting and gameplay are all very fluid. This could be a complete
gem ifthe devs keep adding to it. Plenty of gameplay to start with (even for an Early Access Title) and the balance in units
appears great! I hope this game makes it as it's showing a ton of promise up to now!

7\/10 - could easily move higher on release or as things are addded.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=dDalsJWVJrI
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